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Abstract
The objective of this research article is to address the problem of computational offloading in Fog
Computing (FOG). Similar to Cloud Computing, FOG provides data, compute, storage and
application services to end-users. With Fog node, many external devices can offloading, perform
computation and save energy. In this paper, we propose a dynamic algorithm to obtain a scheme
that supports computational offloading among Fog users (FUEs). By applying the proposed
distributed model to FOG, it enhances the performance and achieves fast convergence. First, we
analyze the structural property of the problem and propose the optimization problem. We then
design a dynamic computational offloading mechanism that can achieve convergence and lead to
the optimal solution. Numerical results show that the effectiveness of our scheme in terms of
convergence speed and achieving the optimal solution.
Fog computing bring a novel paradigm that data will

1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity and vast acceptance of Internet of

be analyzed and processed in milliseconds by using

Things (IoT) [1] has envisioned the idea of

edge devices or Fog node in the network.

overloading tasks to Cloud Server and achieving the

2. NETWORK MODEL

stability of network. A large number of IoT devices

In this section, we introduce the system model of

are being deployed daily. Furthermore, it will keep

computational offloading via Fog computing. In the

increasing every day which also increases the data

Fig. 2, inside the physical Fog node can virtualize

traffic in network significantly. This means the

number of Virtual Fog Node (VFN) included

current

Computation and Storage.

deployment

and

approach

for

Cloud

computing cannot satisfy the ever increasing
demands of the IoT. Therefore, Fog Computing has
been introduced in [2], [3], [4], [5]. FOG is a
distributed computing infrastructure [3]. The idea is
that one or multitude of end-users collaborates with
each other to carry out substantial amount of storage,
computation, communication and management [5]. In
Cloud computing, if end-user needed to process data,
it will be transferred to Cloud server for processing.
But under practical situation, a lot of IoT device can
be connected to the Internet, which will increase the
demand and traffic to the Cloud server [1]. This can
cause two problems, first the probability that demand

Figure 1: System model

will be lost is high and second Cloud sever may not

We

be able to serve the demand due to overloading. The

devices
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a

set

of
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computation intensive task I n

that needs to be

Algorithm 1 states the proposal solution in detail.

completed. Such that I n  {Sn , C } in which S n the size
r
n

of input data and Cnr is the numbers of CPU cycles

3. EVALUATION

required to execute that task. For example user 3 has

In this section, we provide simulation results from

a task I n  {8,2} , it means that the size of data input is

our proposed Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, we first

8(MB) and the number of CPU cycles required for

randomly matched any entries of set N and K. We

execution

Consequently,

then loop at most H step to update the objective value

represents all tasks to be

and variable x, whether (n, k) is matched or not. The

completed of

. On the other side, we consider there

algorithm will be stop if the time is greater than

is

set

virtual

predefined time or the objective value has converged.

is

2(GHz).

vector  {I n : n  N}
exists

a

of

K

Fog

nodes

 {1, 2, K} which are available for execution of
any application from the FOG users. For each k  ,

Algorithm

we

Offloading Time (MCOT)

already

know

about

required

resource

1:

Minimize

Computation

information’s (e.g., Memory, Storage, and CPU

1. Initial information for any n 

cycles). Let k  {M k , H k , Ck } where M k is the memory

2. Randomly match between

size, H k is storage capacity, and Ck is the computation
size M 5  4(GB) ,

capacity

xnk 1  arg min{
Tnk xni ,  ynkT ( xn  z k ) 
N
x

cycles C5  4(GHz) . To guarantee performance of
z

offloading model, we assuming that any user k  is

k 1)

and performance. The computation time can be

Cnr
. Consequently, we formulated
Ck

the optimization problem as follows:
K

minimize :  Tkn xn , k
x

k 1
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N
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|| xn  z k ||22 }

k

Update the objective value.

5.

If T ( x k )  T ( x k 1 )

6.



yn )

4.

Furthermore different device differ by the capability

denoted as Tkn 

and

3. For each time slot t {1, 2, , H }

of

storage H5  16(GB) , and the numbers of CPU

strong enough to execute the entire task in

n

k

capability. For example {4,16, 4}5 , mean user 5 has the
memory

and k 

Break and return results.

For simulation setup, our setting of constraint is
provided in the follow table:
Notation

Value

S

Uniform[120, 420] KB

C
Cn

Uniform[100,1000]Megacycles

N

Ck

{10.0,15.0,20.0} GHz

n 1

K

15

N

10

subject to :
K

x
k 1

n,k

 1, n  N

 xn,m  1, m  M
The optimization is combinatorial then we using

{0.5,0.8,1.0}GHz

constraint relaxation and transform to convex

Table 1: Simulation information

optimization. To solve this problem, we are using

In simulation, we analyze the algorithm by Python

augmented Lagrangian with augmented coefficient ρ.

and had shown the numerical results. We have used
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three

different

algorithms

for

performance
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